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The Ps 6 geomagnetic pulsations in the Earth magnetosphere tail display themselves as
localized in time wave pockets. Therefore, it is expedient to apply wavelet analysis to these
phenomena research. Wavelet-spectra of magnetometric and plasma measurements made by
Interball-1 (tail) satellite demonstrates presence of magnetosonic component: oscillations of
plasma pressure and magnetic field pressure are in phase opposition. Wave frequency is less
then frequency of ULF events in the inner magnetosphere (so called «field line resonance*).
ULF high amplitude pulsations in outer magnetosphere have direct relation to substorm
evolution. Wave amplitude depends on geomagnetic activity and magnetosphere region
confirmed it. This structures also observed by Earth based magnetometer systems.
CANOPUS magnetometers system data was used. Due to multipoint observations it is
possible to obtain spatial and temporary event parameters. Transversal to magnetic field size
of wave pocket is about 1-3 RE. It moves transverse to magnetic field with speed about 2-6
km/s. Vectorial spectral analyses of different signal components on short time intervals was
applied to obtain wave polarisation dynamic.

In some cases vortical formations were watched simultaneously with wave activity.
The dynamic vectorial spectrum research technique was applied for their registration
Hodographs of plasma velocity vector and magnetic field disturbance were used to confirm it.
Formation of vortical structures is possible due to vectorial nonlinearity in magnetosphere
system. Numerical research of initial disturbances dynamics in physical conditions of system
has confirmed this.
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5 The kinetic models of the solar wind are developed on the base of the one- and two-
! O particle distribution functions (e.g. [1], [2]). The multiparticle approach is considered in the
i ^present paper in application to the solar wind as a steady and spherically symmetrical flow of

-^quasi-neutral plasma. The plasma state at the exobase (in the low solar corona) is assumed to be
equilibrium (Maxwell distribution). The analytical dependences for the statistic moments (number
density and bulk speed of the flow) are derived on the base of the multiparticle distribution
fiinctions. They coincide for the case of fully ionized hydrogen plasma with the dependences
obtained in the frame of the two-particle kinetic model [3] and with the observed data [4].

The fluctuation distribution function developed on the base of the considered approach is
used to analyze the influence of the typical scale of the statistical problem on the calculated
moments and specters.
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